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optional field for artistic interpretation

optional field “THE GOLDEN DUCK” dedicates to children

1. field “ELAZOWA WOLA AND CHILDHOOD PEREGRINATIONS”

11. field “THE COMPOSER”
11a. field “SOURCES OF CHOPIN´S STYLE”
11b. field “THE EVOLUTION OF CHOPIN´S STYLE”
11C. field “THE CREATIVE PROCESS”

5a. field “Chopin´s gainful occupation as teacher”

3. field “Mikolaj Chopin´s drawing room in Warsaw”

5. field “Frédéric Chopin´s drawing room in Paris”

5. field “Frédéric Chopin´s drawing room in Paris”

2. field “WARSAW”

2nd Floor

1st Floor

Groundfloor

1st Cellar

4. field “The November 1830 Uprising“
12. field DEATH OF FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN

optional field for sponsors

7. field “The Personality“

13. field “IMITATORS“
10. field “Pianist“

13. field “IMITATORS“
10. field “Pianist“

8. field “CHOPIN´S EUROPE“

9. field “Women“

8. field “CHOPIN´S EUROPE“

9. field “Women“

Path of Personality

6. field “NOHANT“

Path of Places
Path of Facts
Path of Music

Appearance, structuring principles
All of the design’s strucutring, be it positioning the CONCRETE EXHIBITS inside the structure or the virtual dividing up of the media space, is carried out on the basis of a grid.
Its size and the proportions if its subdivisions will be developed from the possibilities
offered by the individual interiors. There are maximum sizes for spatial structures. Depending on the size, profile and scale of the exhibits, the maximum volume available
will be shaped; the exhibits will take up their place, uniting the intervening space to
create a single spatial structure. With the appearance of the CONCRETE EXHIBITS at the reflecting surface of the structure, these also give structure to the cloud of MEDIA CONTENT.
Clusters are created – thematic foci. The media cloud acquires structure. It can serve as
a means of orientation. Movement on the part of the visitor also means a change in the
information becoming accessible to him.

rules for development of proportion

survey of possible narration line settings and islands

Narration lines

Entering the museum the visitor gets to know, how possible methods or trails of encountering to the collection do work like. If the visitors main concern is in getting a
guided introduction to the life and personality of Frédéric Chopin, he will be well ad
vised to keep to the four general narration lines giving by the curators (path of place
time, personality or - as we would like to introduce to you as a fourth - the path of
sic). Alongside this chosen lane the visitor can stroll across every single islands gettin
first impression.
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During these guided tours touching the different topics, there is always the possibilit
drop out of the path to examine the whole issue presented with the individual islan

Another option would be to leave the primarily chosen path at any corner of the isla

